AGENDA
(Revised January 13, 2015)
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION BOARD OF THE CITY OF STAMFORD

Regular Meeting – January 15, 2015 – 7:30PM
Cafeteria - 4th Floor, Stamford Government Center
888 Washington Boulevard, Stamford, Connecticut 06904-2152

⇒MINUTES: December 18, 2014 (Regular Meeting)

⇒APPLICATIONS & PERMITS:

#1501 12 Pond View Lane Lot 5 Greenwich Power Systems (A)*
for C. Murphy

⇒SITE PLAN REVIEWS:

⇒SUBDIVISION REVIEWS:

#4015 1045 Stillwater Road Lot 6 1045 Stillwater Associates, LLC

⇒ENFORCEMENT– STATUS REPORTS & SHOW CAUSE HEARINGS:

⇒OTHER BUSINESS:

#2428 South Brook Drive Lot 1 Levine for WCL, L.P. (PE)
#2429 South Brook Drive Lot 2 Levine for WCL, L.P. (PE)
#2430 South Brook Drive Lot 3 Levine for WCL, L.P. (PE)
#2431 South Brook Drive Lot 6 Levine for WCL, L.P. (PE)
#2537 410 Courtland Avenue Lot 34 M. Czamanski (PE)

ACTION CODES - A* = Accept, D = Decision, E* = Extension, W* = Withdrawn, AI = Additional Information,
P = Pending, PE = Permit Extension, TP = Transfer of Permit

*No Discussion Anticipated For These Items

cc: D. Loglisci, Town Clerk, and Building Manager